Introduction

The first successful surgical repair of patients with double outlet right ventricle was reported in 1964, by those working in the Mayo Clinic (1). Extensive discussions regarding the anatomy and classification of this congenital heart defect followed the first surgical report, prompting one group of authors to posit that “we wish that years after the first successful repair of the malformation, the double outlet right ventricle should cease to be a morphogenic monster” (2).

The definition agreed by the combined committees of the Society of Thoracic Surgeons and the European Association of Cardiothoracic Surgery was for hearts in which both arterial trunks, in their greater part, are supported by the right ventricle. This approach recognized that the presence of bilateral infundibulums, or conuses, was not an essential criterion for diagnosis (3,4). Irrespective of the precise definition, an extensive number
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of studies has now been published on both the morphology and categorization (5-14), as well as the available surgical approaches (15-39). In this regard, the recent advances in high resolution cross-sectional imaging, along with three-dimensional anatomical reconstruction and printing, have also generated a series of articles highlighting their usefulness in planning the surgical approach for the repair (40-50). Others have evaluated the numerical simulations obtained with various geometric configurations (51,52).

The multiple debates have resulted in the creation of many suggested subgroups within the individuals grouped together with the same ventriculo-arterial connection. This has made it difficult, on occasion, to appreciate which patient with a specific type of morphology underwent surgery with a particular surgical approach. Many years ago, Reploge and colleagues stated, with significant prescience, that “the definition of congenital heart defect is less important than how the malformation can be repaired, and the advantages of one type of repair over another cannot be ascertained unless one knows that each repair was performed for the same type of lesion” (53). In this review, we present a simplified approach to the lesion, based on the principles introduced long since by Lecompte (14,17-19,54). The rationale for this review in the context of what is already known is because in our opinion these principles provide the optimal method to determine the most appropriate surgical option for each individual patient, based on the underlying morphology as revealed by three-dimensional reconstruction. The source used for our literature search was PubMed (MedLine) with all articles published in English language with reports of surgery for patients with double outlet right ventricle.

We present the following article/case in accordance with the Narrative Review reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/tp-20-227).

**Pre-operative evaluation**

The key point identified for this review topic is that the choice of the optimal approach depends on two variables, namely the position of the interventricular communication, and the relationship of the arterial outlets. The optimal surgical approach, of course, is to connect the left ventricle in unobstructed fashion to the aorta, leaving the right ventricle in free communication with the pulmonary trunk, without needing to interpose a prosthetic conduit. When connecting the left ventricle to the aorta, the simplest method is to create a tunnel within the cavity of the right ventricle that channels the left ventricular blood towards the aortic valvar orifice. With very few exceptions, which will be discussed later, this is generally achievable, regardless of the position of the aortic valvar orifice. The critical point is to understand whether the right ventricle remains in free communication with the pulmonary trunk subsequent to construction of the interventricular tunnel. In this regard, the crucial feature is not the position of the aortic root, but rather the position of the pulmonary valvar orifice. In the normal heart, the outflow tracts of the right and left ventricles are not parallel. Due to the presence of the sub-pulmonary infundibular sleeve, the orifice of the pulmonary valve is far from the orifice of the tricuspid valve, and therefore the deoxygenated blood coming from the tricuspid valve must circumnavigate to reach the pulmonary valve (Figure 1).

When both outflow tracts arise from the right ventricle, as long as the pulmonary root is distant from the orifices of the atroventricular valves, the distance between the atroventricular valves and the aortic valvar orifice can increase without changing the relationship between the right and left outflow tracts. Thus, a more anterior location of the aortic root may lengthen the required sub-aortic tunnel, but will not preclude leaving an unobstructed pathway from the right ventricle to the orifice of the pulmonary valve (Figure 2).

Should the pulmonary root not possess a well-developed infundibulum, however, and is very close to, or even in continuity with, the atroventricular valves, it may become impossible to maintain the normal relationships between the right and left ventricular outflow tracts. In this setting, the creation of an unrestricted tunnel from the left ventricle to the aorta can compromise the remaining connection between the tricuspid and pulmonary valves (Figure 3). This demonstrates that the feasibility of an intraventricular repair, in which the left ventricle is connected to the aorta, depends on the distance between the orifice of the tricuspid valve and the orifice of the pulmonary valve. Even when the interventricular communication is non-committed, good results have been recently reported, in patients above two years of the age, by placing a vascular prosthesis as an intraventricular conduit to rerouting the defect to the aorta, enlarging the defect and resecting hypertrophic muscular bands in the infundibular outflow tracts when necessary (55).

When taking account of these features, it becomes possible to separate hearts with both arterial trunks arising from the right ventricle into two categories. In the first group, the arrangement of the arterial roots is such that the distance between the tricuspid and pulmonary valves is at
least equal to the diameter of the aortic root. When this criterion is satisfied, it is usually possible to create the required unrestrictive tunnel to the aortic root without causing any obstruction to the residual connection between right ventricle and pulmonary valve. In the second group, the distance between tricuspid and pulmonary valves is less than the diameter of the aortic root. Recognition of this feature means that simple creation of a tunnel from the interventricular communication to the aortic root will not be feasible, and another surgical option will be required. In those fulfilling this second criterion, the position of the aortic valve may vary. Even should the aortic valve be in a near-normal position, creation of a simple intraventricular tunnel will not be feasible. In such individuals, the surgical option in the absence of a subpulmonary stenosis is ideally to create a tunnel to the pulmonary root, and then perform the arterial switch procedure (18) (Figure 4). When there is additional subpulmonary obstruction, the options may be repair as proposed by Rastelli (56,57), the REV procedure (Figure 5) (17,19,58-62), or the Bex-Nikaidoh approach (15,16,22-25,34,41).

The initial surgical step of the REV procedure, this being an acronym for “réparation à l’etage ventriculaire”, (17,19,58-62) is to make a generous resection of a segment of the ascending aorta, accompanied by the Lecompte manoeuvre of transposing the aorta posteriorly to the pulmonary trunk. Shortening the aorta reduces the radius of the curve between its ascending and descending portions, leaving space behind the sternum for the new right ventricular outflow tract. The outlet septum is then repositioned so as to create a straight and short tunnel from the left ventricle to the aorta. The procedure is
completed by reimplanting the pulmonary trunk directly on the right ventriculotomy, incorporating an anterior monocusp valved patch. The REV procedure is preferable to the Rastelli operation because of the potential for growth. It can, of course, also be performed in patients without right ventricular outflow tract obstruction. As the repair leaves a degree of pulmonary valvar regurgitation, it is preferable to use it in the presence of right ventricular outflow tract obstruction and low pulmonary vascular resistance.

The Bex-Nikaidoh procedure is now becoming increasingly popular. The first step in this approach is to harvest the aortic root from the right ventricular outflow tract, with proximal transection of the pulmonary trunk. The obstructed subpulmonary outlet is then divided to relieve any obstruction of the planned tunnel from the left ventricle. The liberated aortic root is translocated posteriorly, suturing it to the rim of the pulmonary root and the transected edges of the outlet septum. The anterior aspect of the newly constructed left ventricular outflow tract is then closed by placement of a patch, extending from the crest of the muscular ventricular septum, and closing the interventricular communication.
in the same time. The Lecompte maneuver is performed, with shortening of the ascending aorta so as to prevent posterior compression of the pulmonary arteries, as in the REV procedure. The procedure is completed by anastomosing the hypoplastic pulmonary trunk to the right ventriculotomy, relieving any obstruction by placing an anterior transannular patch.

In both the above surgical procedures, REV and Bex-Nikaidoh, it is essential to rule out any anomalous origin and/or course of the main coronary arteries, because this could dictate a different surgical approach.

There are, of course, other features that must be present so as to permit successful biventricular repair. Both ventricles need to be of adequate size, with normally functioning atrioventricular valves. It has to be feasible to close the remaining muscular part of the septum should there be additional septal defects, and there must be unobstructed distal flow to the systemic and pulmonary circulations.

**Ventricular size**

One of the criteria utilized in the past to define the suitability of a ventricular chamber to sustain either the systemic or pulmonary circulation was the size of its respective atrioventricular valve, which should be within 2 standard deviations of the normal values. Nowadays, segmentation of the ventricular cavities from electrocardiographically-gated cardiac computed tomographic scans, or magnetic resonance imaging data (42-52), allows for the calculation of the right and ventricular volumes indexed for the patient body surface area. Using three-dimensional anatomical reconstruction software, it is now possible to simulate the planned ventricular septation. Residual ventricular volumes can be estimated, allowing further assessment for the adequacy of a biventricular repair (Figure 6). Should either the left or right ventricular volumes be deemed inadequate, then consideration must be given towards a functionally univentricular or one-and-half ventricular repair (21,27,63-68). In borderline situations, it can be difficult to decide whether a high risk biventricular repair, either with a primary or a staged approach (69), is preferable to the alternative options (21,27,63-68).

**Morphology and function of both atrioventricular valves**

When both arterial trunks arise from the right ventricle, the atrioventricular valves are frequently abnormal. Dysfunction of either valve can then be a contraindication to a biventricular repair. It is important, therefore, to evaluate the diameter of both atrioventricular valves. If they are greater than 2 standard deviations below normal, based on regression data from normal populations, this increases the likelihood of stenosis, and may also result in underdevelopment of the corresponding ventricle.

It is also important to evaluate the morphology and function of the valve. The presence of straddling of the tension apparatus of the tricuspid valve (70), even if the aortic and pulmonary roots are abnormally related, does not necessarily rule out a biventricular repair (20,54). The presence of straddling of the mitral valve, in contrast, or a severe mitral valvar abnormality, are probably incompatible with an anatomical repair (26,54). The only situation allowing biventricular repair is when the tension apparatus of the mitral valve inserts to the crest, or on either side, of the muscular ventricular septum. This does not prevent the placement of the intra-ventricular patch, but does risk the anterior leaflet of the valve bulging into the newly created left ventricular outflow tract.

**Feasibility of closure of the muscular part of the ventricular septum**

The presence of multiple muscular ventricular septal defects can constitute a serious technical obstacle to achieve a biventricular repair, with the risk of leaving residual intraventricular shunts after surgery.

**Presence of distal obstructions in the systemic and pulmonary circulations**

Systemic and pulmonary afterloads have to be normal. Systemic obstructions, such as aortic coarctation and/or hypoplastic aortic arch, have to be treated in advance. Hypoplastic pulmonary arteries can be a serious contraindication for surgery, as well as elevated pulmonary arterial pressures and resistance.

**Feasibility of intra-ventricular repair**

Our approach is predicated on the notion that each individual with double outlet right ventricle is unique, and hence will require a bespoke approach to their management. As emphasized above, in addition to investigating the relationship between the position of the interventricular communication and the great arteries, and the relationship of the arterial roots, it is also necessary to assess the
insertions of the tension apparatus of the atroventricular valves. These details can all be seen on careful and systematic echocardiographic examination. The key point is to ensure the feasibility of constructing an unobstructed tunnel from the left ventricle to the aorta, while leaving an unobstructed channel from the right ventricle to the pulmonary root. As emphasized, this depends on ensuring an adequate distance between tricuspid and pulmonary valves. Even though the subcostal echocardiographic window usually provides the best views, the distance between the tricuspid and pulmonary valves (which will be the narrowest point of the tunnel to be created from the left ventricle to the aorta) should be assessed from every possible angle. It is usually the case that the intraventricular tunnel is always feasible when the pulmonary valve is supported by an infundibulum (Figure 7). Depending upon the mutual relationship of the great arteries, particularly when the aortic root is anterior to the pulmonary valve orifice, the muscular outlet septum can produce obstruction. In these cases, the outlet septum has to be resected (71).

**Surgical technique**

**Right ventriculotomy**

The ventriculotomy should began inferiorly, as the orifice
of the aortic valve can always be lower than expected from external inspection. The incision is then extended superiorly, keeping the aortic valve under direct vision after opening the right ventricle. The orientation of the incision depends upon the distribution of coronary arteries, along with the planned reconstruction of the right ventricular outflow tract. It is always necessary to obtain adequate exposure of the subaortic area to exclude any anatomical contra-indication to intraventricular repair.

**Septal resection**

Resection of the muscular ventricular septum may be required to create an unobstructed tunnel to the aorta should the interventricular communication be restrictive. This is not usually required when the aorta is posterior. Complete resection may be required if the aortic root is anteriorly located, and the septum itself is interposed between the interventricular communication and the aortic valvar orifice. Should it be required, such resection is facilitated by the introduction of a Hegar dilator into the left ventricle, through the orifice of the pulmonary valve. This isolates the outlet septum, and at the same time protects the mitral valve. The resection is performed with three incisions: two parallel to the direction of the aorta, and the third immediately beneath the hinge line of the aortic valvar leaflets (Figure 8). In the presence of straddling tricuspid valve, with insertions to the outlet septum, the septum is not resected, by rather mobilized after the first two incisions. In the rare situations when the interventricular communication opens primarily to the inlet of the right ventricle, anterior enlargement may be required. This is because resection of outlet septum alone will not be not sufficient to create an unobstructed intraventricular tunnel.

**Intraventricular tunnel**

When the construction of a straight tunnel is complex, with a high chance of residual or recurrent left ventricular outflow tract obstruction, the alternative options of an arterial switch or REV procedure are safer and easier to perform. Otherwise, the tunnel can be created by placement of a patch. The patch should not be oversized, but rather as short and flat as possible. This is because bulging of the patch will impair left ventricular function, as it will function as an aneurysm, and will also reduce the filling volume of the right ventricle. Potential subaortic obstruction is not prevented by an oversizing the patch, but rather by appropriate resection of the outlet septum. The patch should be trimmed to a diameter corresponding to the distance between the most posterior point of the interventricular communication and the most anterior point of the aortic valve. The edge of the patch is then sutured clockwise, starting from the inferior rim of the defect, where the ativoventricular conduction axis is located. The upper portion of the patch must be very carefully anastomosed around the aortic valvar orifice, leaving adequate space in the subaortic region.

**Pulmonary arterial translocation**

In the arterial switch or REV procedure, the pulmonary
trunk and its branches must be fully mobilized, extending beyond the pericardial reflections. This is required either to attach the distal stump of the pulmonary artery onto the original proximal aorta when performing the arterial switch, or onto the right ventriculotomy in the REV procedure. This surgical step must be tailored to the specific relationship between the great arteries, and will depend on whether the Lecompte manoeuvre is to be performed. It is not strictly necessary when the great arteries are side-by-side, nor in the rare situations when the pulmonary trunk is located slightly anterior to the aorta. If the Lecompte procedure is required, then the transection of the aorta and of the pulmonary trunk immediately above the insertions of the valvar leaflets is performed at the beginning of the operation. This facilitates the exposure of the intracardiac anatomy, and the introduction of surgical instruments through the arterial valvar orifices. As already discussed and described, the ascending aorta is shortened and the right ventricular outflow tract reconstructed.

"En bloc" rotation of the arterial roots

In the recent years, it has been appreciated that it is often possible to achieve “en bloc” rotation of the outflow tracts (72). This option must now always be considered for patients with double outlet right ventricle, since it can allow for complete anatomic repair in seemingly difficult situations. The procedure is advantageous in allowing for growth of all tubular structures, and in appropriate cases permitting preservation of the native pulmonary valve (73-76). The technique (77), furthermore, is not affected by the size and location of the interventricular communication. It is ideally performed when the ratio of the diameters of the pulmonary and aortic roots is between 0.3 and 0.8. The procedure (73-77) is performed by transecting the intrapericardial aorta and pulmonary trunk at the same level, with excision of a short segment of the ascending aorta. Both coronary arteries are excised after extensive mobilization, and both arterial roots are liberated from the base of the ventricular mass. The outlet septum is divided, preserving the medial papillary muscle. The excised outflow tracts are then rotated through 180° and reimplanted. The interventricular communication, which is the outflow tract for the left ventricle, is tunnelled to the aortic root, followed by reimplantation of the coronary arteries. The Lecompte maneuver is performed, and the aortic root and ascending aorta are anastomosed end-to-end. The anastomosis between the pulmonary root and right ventricular outflow tract is completed, if necessary with a subvalvar patch plasty or transannular patch, completing the procedure with an additional end-to-end anastomosis between the pulmonary root and the pulmonary trunk.

Conclusions

The need for an individualized surgical approach in individuals with both arterial trunks arising from the morphologically right ventricle is dictated by the extreme morphological variability encountered in this setting, with each patient being unique. To date, meaningful comparison between different reported surgical series has been difficult because of the variable distribution of individuals, and the lack of reports of specific surgical approaches for well-categorized groups of patients. Our approach, being tailored to each specific cardiac morphology, can be offered to any patient with this ventriculo-arterial connection. Given the difficulties of diagnosis, and the multiple therapeutic indications, very close collaboration between cardiologists and surgeons is indispensable if further progress is to emerge in the understanding and management of this complex congenital cardiac lesion.

Our review has considered all morphologic variants of the double outlet right ventricle and the potential surgical options available. The main limitation of our research was the absence of a series of patients operated on using the described surgical approaches. Future research should collect large series of patients with this heart malformation and match the used surgical approaches with the outcomes to validate our proposal.
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